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With the holiday season fast approaching and more and more users 

choosing to do their Christmas shopping online, competition for the 

attention (and wallets) of consumers is increasingly difficult at this time 

of year. With so many channels to consider when planning your holiday 

marketing strategy, it can be even more difficult to know where to focus 

your attention, where you can make quick wins, and how to cut through 

the noise of your competitors. We’ve put together 21 tactics you can use 

across organic search, social, PPC, and email to Christmas-proof your 

digital marketing strategy.

So, when should you start planning for your Christmas digital marketing 

efforts? Preparation is key if you want to drive more conversions and 

sales to your website this festive season. You don’t want to miss seasonal 

promotional opportunities and lose out on valuable new customers – 

especially to your competitors who have likely started planning already. 

That being said, there are some last-minute tactics you can use to drive 

more organic traffic, save on ad spend, and ultimately turn more online 

window shoppers into lifelong customers.

We always recommend that clients not only focus on direct channels 

such as PPC, social media, and email marketing, but also pay attention to 

their organic strategy too. Advertising in particular becomes increasingly 

expensive throughout quarter four, so you’ll want to maximise the potential 

of SEO opportunities to increase your conversion volume throughout 

December. Whether you’re a large ecommerce site or a website 

representing a local business, here’s what you can do across a variety of 

channels to get on top of your Christmas digital marketing plan now.

Introduction.
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To earn higher page rankings and click-through-rate (CTR) when it matters 

most, getting the fundamental elements of SEO right will be critical to your 

success. While for the purpose of this blog we’ll be running through what 

you can do today to make the most of the festive season, you can check 

out our website audit checklist1 for an overview of how to get your on-

page SEO in perfect shape and make your website technically-robust. So, 

where should you start with SEO to target Christmas shoppers?

Do your keyword research

As the festive season approaches, the way users search starts to change. 

As a result, it only makes sense that your keyword focus changes too. 

For example, come 1st December, searches for “beach dresses” will be 

(almost) gone, and you’ll see an upsurge in searches for “Christmas party 

dress,” “New Year's Eve outfits,” and similar. Before you do anything else, 

use a keyword analysis tool such as Moz or Ahrefs to identify seasonal 

searches you can target. Once you’ve gathered the data and determined 

your target keywords, optimise relevant pages across your site for these 

seasonal search terms. This will include making updates to your meta 

titles and description, as well as your page title and the content itself.

Seasonal SEO.

1  HTTPS ://ASSETS-US-01 .KC-USERCONTENT .COM/0E4486D8-B1BD-00A0-D786-FBA0E2037BED/11406C81-A3F8-40CF-8537-A0408DF9FD1F/

WEBSITE%20AUDIT%20CHECKL IST%20V2.PDF
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Create a seasonal subsection or 
dedicated landing pages on your website 

To further target season-specific search terms consider making an 

entire subsection of your site, either with a subdomain or with a brand of 

dedicated landing pages that exist solely for the festive season. To rank 

for high-volume or even niche search queries, you’ll want to optimise 

your landing pages for one target keyword, structure these pages in a 

logical way, and ensure strategic internal linking is in place. For example, 

you could give your Christmas section a prominent position in the main 

navigation bar and direct users to your various landing pages using in-text 

links across relevant content on your site. Don't forget to include online 

deals with fun campaigns such as countdowns, social sharing, contests 

and gamification that will make your audience even more involved in your 

offering.

Use inbound marketing to optimise for 
your most valuable keywords

Inbound marketing is all about creating content that pulls people towards your 

business rather than actively pushing your products on them. The content 

you create will obviously depend on the products or services you provide 

but creating gift guides focused around your buyer personas2 or a certain 

demographic can be one effective way of targeting less-competitive long tail 

search queries. For example, you could target searches such as “gifts for new 

dads”, “what to get girlfriend for Christmas”, or “Christmas gifts from kids”.

You can also create a category within your blog for holiday-themed content 

and use these posts to promote any seasonal offers and link to relevant 

products. Remember that during the festive season you’ll likely notice an 

influx of customers buying gifts that wouldn’t usually purchase from you, so 

you’ll want to create and optimise content for existing and new customers. 

2 HTTPS ://CAMPAIGNS .D IST INCT ION .CO .UK/HOW-TO-CREATE-BUYER-PERSONAS?_GA=2 .13291447 .1267768665 .1542961094-1915748654.1539250468
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Update your older content

If you’ve optimised your site for holiday-specific keywords before or 

you created Christmas-themed content last year, revisit and update 

these sections to reflect the current Christmas period. This might include 

updating statistics or anecdotes, changing internal links to new seasonal 

landing pages, or revising your product selections to reflect your current 

merchandise. Aside from the time-saving aspect of revising older content, 

you also have the benefit of the existing links that this page might have 

been acquiring over the previous year, making it more likely than these 

pages will show up in the SERPs. 

Ensure your site is mobile friendly

The number of Brits using their smartphones to make purchases online in 

the lead-up to Christmas has increased by 44%3 in 2018 compared to last 

year. It’s therefore essential that your site is responsive and loads quickly 

in order to meet customer expectations. Mobile marketing is rapidly 

growing and gives you plenty of opportunities to become more interactive 

and reach out to more people. Try to think differently and make use of 

all on-the-go features mobile offers you, such as phone cameras and 

location-based services, in order to market your promotions to consumers 

that are nearby. 

3 HTTPS ://MOBILEMARKET INGMAGAZINE .COM/UK-MOBILE-SMARTPHONE-SALES-PRE-CHRISTMAS-BLACK-FRIDAY-VE-GLOBAL
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Utilise Google My Business (GMB) 

As on-the-go shoppers will be in a rush to find gifts for their loved ones, 

local SEO will have a huge impact on whether your business appears at 

the top of their mobile search results. With this in mind, ensure that your 

GMB profile is up-to-date with your Christmas hours and you’ve completed 

all the information that Google asks for. One tactic you can use to get 

ahead of the competition is utilising GMB posts, which almost act as mini 

ads or status updates that show up in search within your GMB listing on 

the knowledge graph and in maps. These posts offer a great opportunity 

in the run up to Christmas to promote any offers you are running, new 

products or services, and even the gift guides you might have created 

for your website. These posts will be visible for one week so make sure 

you stay on top of regularly updating them. 

These posts offer a great opportunity in the run up to Christmas to 

promote any offers you are running, new products or services, and 

even the gift guides you might have created for your website.

https://distinction.co.uk/
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Sell the lifestyle, not just the product 

It goes without saying that in the run-up to Christmas your social media 

accounts will be following a festive-theme aimed at showcasing your 

products or services and directing people towards your store or website. 

Every Christmas, brands compete for the attention of consumers, often 

with very similar offerings; where some fall short is in failing to proposition 

their products as a lifestyle choice. Every post you put out on social media 

should contribute to the positioning of your brand as a gateway to a 

certain kind of lifestyle (be it one of luxury, wellness, or adventure). 

Use Instagram 

Shopping is an increasingly popular activity on Instagram, with 90 million 

people4 a month tapping on posts to reveal shopping tags. Once you’ve 

set up Instagram shopping, you can tag multiple products in one post to 

encourage the purchase of multiple complementary products and entice 

your followers to explore further on your website. If you’re looking to 

gain even more reach exposure, look for influencers who fit your target 

demographic or have tagged your competitors’ products in their previous 

posts, and contact them to set up an influencer marketing campaign.

Seasonal social.

4 HTTPS ://WWW.THEVERGE .COM/2018/9/17/17871080/ INSTAGRAM-SHOPPING-EXPLORE-STORIES-APP
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https://www.theverge.com/2018/9/17/17871080/instagram-shopping-explore-stories-app
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Use Facebook Lead Ads to drive traffic 
and collect emails

If you don’t have the budget to work with influencers in the lead-up to 

Christmas, Facebook Lead Ads are a great way to build brand awareness, 

provide value to potential customers, and get social media users onto 

your site. Monica Viander, for instance, have used Lead Ads to offer 

a 20% discount code that can be used on their website. When a user 

taps on a Lead Ad, a form will pop up already pre-populated with their 

Facebook information, making it easy for them to get your offer and for 

you to generate qualified leads for your business. You can then reach 

out to these in-market customers via your email marketing campaigns 

throughout the Christmas and January sales period. 

https://distinction.co.uk/
http://distinction.co.uk
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Engage, engage, engage 

A successful Christmas digital marketing strategy will require more than 

just your marketing team if you want to turn Christmas shoppers into 

lifetime customers. Particularly if you’re planning on running offers or 

promotional codes on your website during the festive season, you’ll need 

a team dedicated to customer service or support to answer inquiries, 

handle any negative comments if a user encounters a problem on your 

website, and generally uphold your brand reputation. One of the biggest 

mistakes made by brands on social media is only engaging with the 

customers who have a complaint, or even worse, not engaging with 

these customers at all. To turn people who demonstrate interest in your 

brand into buyers, you’ll need to make every effort to solve any problems 

of unhappy customers and respond to anyone shouting about a positive 

experience with your business – after all, these are the customers that 

will become ambassadors for your brand and promote your products via 

word-of-mouth marketing.

One of the biggest mistakes made by brands on social media is 

only engaging with the customers who have a complaint, or even 

worse, not engaging with these customers at all.

https://distinction.co.uk/
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Seasonal PPC.

Conduct seasonal keyword analysis 

Just as with SEO, revisiting your keyword research during the seasonal 

period is vital to showing up in the SERPs and increasing your CTR. 

Google Keyword Planner is a great place to start for this research, but you 

should also review your search terms report data from previous years to 

learn what people were actually searching for that brought them to your 

site. Aim to incorporate these valuable keywords into your campaigns and 

direct users to the most relevant landing page on your website. 

Tailor your ad copy to create urgency

It’s no secret that many of us leave our Christmas shopping until the week 

(or days) just before Christmas. It’s also no secret that people have a 

natural fear of missing out. Use this to your advantage by creating a sense 

of urgency through your ad copy that’s tied to an incentive – for example, 

you might promote a time-sensitive holiday sale that emphasises 

customers should act now or risk paying a higher price for the product 

later down the line. With Google Ads’ countdown function you can also 

automatically update ads to show the time remaining for your promotions. 

Similarly, once you know your shipping deadlines for the Christmas 

period, include these to move customers through the funnel towards 

conversion. 

https://distinction.co.uk/
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Use ad extensions to highlight your 
offers and seasonal landing pages

In the examples below. The Book of Everyone, uses the promotion extension 

to highlight their limited-time offer of “3 for 2 on books”. Marks and Spencer 

use sitelink extensions to direct customers to their seasonal landing pages, 

as well as callout extensions to emphasise the unique selling points of their 

shopping experience. Conduct some competitor research to determine how 

you can make your ads stand out with extensions.

Invest in retargeting 

One of the best things you can do throughout the autumn months is to 

build up your remarketing lists before the Christmas season kicks in. If 

you don’t already have remarketing lists at your disposal, four segments 

that can lead to the best return on ad spend (ROAS) are: customers over 

the past 6 months, website visitors over the past 30 days, newsletter 

subscribers, and lookalike audiences. Customers will research far and 

wide before making the decision to buy; if your ad is visible when they’re 

ready to make purchase, they’re more likely to buy from you.

https://distinction.co.uk/
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Identify a core customer segmentation 
strategy

The first step towards creating a profitable Christmas email marketing 

strategy is dividing your existing customer base from the past 6 months 

into different segments or types of customers that purchase from you. 

You could segment based on age, sex, location, device type, product 

interest, how frequently they buy from you, how much they spend, or any 

other option that is meaningful to your customer base. Limit the number 

of segments you’ll use to avoid complexity and be sure to place each 

customer into just one segment. 

Create a tailored marketing message for 
each segment 

Once you’ve divided your customers into the relevant segments, you’ll 

need to craft a relevant marketing message for each segment that will 

appear to most of the people within that category. For example, if you 

have a segment of customers who regularly visit or buy from the “dresses” 

section of your site, you’ll likely want to promote your range of Christmas 

party dresses over shoes, for instance.

Seasonal  
email marketing.
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Cut through the noise with personalised, 
genuinely helpful communication

Consumers are bombarded with more choice, ads, and brands than they 

perhaps want or need during the Christmas period. When it comes to 

personalising your email marketing efforts, you’ll need to go beyond 

simply calling your customer by their first name if you want them to 

spend time navigating to, browsing, and converting on your website. 

Use your customer data to identify individual customer’s previous 

purchasing history to suggest other items they might be interested in. If 

they have a registered account on your website, you could even send a 

reminder about items they’ve previously added to their wish list or basket 

but failed to purchase.

When it comes to personalising your email marketing efforts, 

you'll need to go beyond simply calling your customer by their first 

name if you want them to spend time navigating to, browsing and 

converting on your website.

https://distinction.co.uk/
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A campaign shouldn't stop on the 25th! Many retailers exhaust all their 

resources on the days leading up to a holiday, missing potentially 

lucrative strategies for the post-holiday period. With the influx of customers 

you've had over the holidays, the days after Christmas are the best time 

for your business to retain these new customers. Be smart and keep up 

your outreach throughout January.  

Use your pre-holiday campaign data 
wisely in order to successfully implement 
your post-holiday remarketing tactics

Find out which products sold the most and which items received the best 

reviews. Closely monitor new contact to find out which ones are engaged 

and have made a purchase and are thus worth focusing on. Make follow-

up offers across all channels to customers who've already shown an 

inclination to buy related products. Understanding your consumers' habits 

will help you more effectively generate a second sale from customers.

Track products that received the most 
interest and alert users when those items 
are back in stock

You could offer them at full price or on sale or add January coupon codes to 

make up for when the product was unavailable. This way you can show your 

customers that you care and therefore increase loyalty and brand affinity.

Don't overlook 
your post-holiday 
strategy.

https://distinction.co.uk/
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Keep your content and landing pages 
live as they will be still very important 
for next year, or you can adapt them for 
other campaigns

Christmas is the time for giving. Therefore, a great way to increase sales 

during the post-holiday period is by using the link-selling technique - 

‘linking’ together items that match or could be used together. Send out 

themed emails that display matching products your customers might be 

interested in based on items they’ve previously purchased. If you play 

your cards right, the sales of complementary goods might turn out to be 

more profitable than the sale of the initial product itself. 

Tis’ the season to get your digital marketing strategy Christmas ready. 

Remember, no single strategy is as revolutionary as multiple strategies 

working together, so create a consistent experience for your potential 

customers across PPC, email, social and organic search to ensure your 

brand is at the forefront of shoppers’ minds this Christmas.
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Nottingham 
4-6 Broadway, The Lace Market 

Nottingham, NG1 1PS, UK

London 
The Stanley Building, 7 Pancras Square 

London, N1C 4AG, UK

Boston 
470 Atlantic Avenue, 4th Floor 

Boston, Massachusetts 02210, US

Get in touch
 

+44 (0) 115 704 3011 

work@distinction.co.uk 

Let's work together
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